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A general method for obtaining inequalities of Cramer-Rao type for convex 
loss functions is presented. It is shown under rather weak assumptions that 
there are at least as many such inequalities as best unbiased estimators. More 
precisely, it is shown that an estimator is efficient with respect to an inequality 
of Cramer-Rao type if and only if it is the best in the class of unbiased estimators. 
Moreover, theorems of Blyth and Roberts (“Proceedings Sixth Berkeley Sym- 
posium on Math. Statist. Prob.,“) and of Blyth (Ann. Statist. 2, 464-473) are 
extended. We make an use of methods of convex analysis and properties of 
convex integral functionals on Orlicz spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we try to give a general and unified approach for obtaining 
inequalities of CramCr-Rao type for convex loss functions. At present there 
exists a large number of extensions of classical results of Rao (1945) and 
Cramer (1946), and we refer the reader to [8, Sect. 61 and [20, Chap. 41 for the 
literature (see also [5, 6, 13, 191). I n order to unify the different approaches 
Blyth and Roberts [3] introduced a general form of inequalities of Cramer-Rao 
type in the case of quadratic loss functions. According to their definition a lower 
bound for the risk functions is of Cramer-Rao type provided it is of a specified 
form and depends on estimators only through their expectations. On the other 
hand we have used in [8, Sect. 61 a Young-Fenchel inequality to obtain lower 
bounds for convex risk functions. Combining the above mentioned approaches 
we obtain in this paper a large class of Cramer-Rao type inequalities for convex 
loss functions. Moreover, we find some relations between Cram&-Rao type 
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inequalities, an extension of the Lehmann-Scheffe lemma, and efficiencies of 
estimators with respect to Cramer-Rao type inequalities. Finally, we obtain 
that an estimator is the best unbiased one if and only if it is efficient with respect 
to an inequality of Cramer-Rao type. 
The present paper gives, essentially, the proofs of the theorems announced 
in [lo]. Moreover, there are results for Banach spaces with separable duals, 
whereas in [lo] only a finite-dimensional case was considered. 
To make the paper self-contained we collect in Section 2 the notions and 
theorems of convex analysis and Orlicz spaces used in Sections 3 and 4. In 
Section 3 we give a definition of Cramer-Rao type inequalities and, moreover, 
we prove several propositions. Propositions 3.4-3.6 extend theorems of Blyth 
and Roberts [3] and of Blyth [2]. In Theorems 1 and 2 in Section 4 we give the 
main results of the paper. These theorems establish an equality between the set 
of the best unbiased estimators and the set of estimators efficient with respect 
to Cramer-Rao type inequalities. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Let (T, JJ) be a measurable space and 9’ a nonempty set of 
probability measures on ~2. Let X be the set of decisions. We assume that X and 
its dual space Y are separable Banach spaces. Throughout the paper gr and gr 
will stand for the u-algebras of Bore1 subsets of X and Y, respectively. 
2.2. A function f from X x T into (-co, + co] is called a normal 
convex integrand if f is gr x &‘-measurable on X x T and for each t E T the 
functionf(*, t) is convex, lower semicontinuous on X, and not identically +co. 
The integrand g conjugate to f is a function from Y x T into (-CO, +CO] 
given by 
g(.Y, t> = SUP&Y) -.I+, 4; xE-9, (2.1) 
where (x, y) stands for the value ofy E Y at the point x. 
The function g is a normal convex integrand on Y x T and f is in turn the 
integrand conjugate to g (see [12, 17’J). 
2.3. A normal convex integrand @ defined on X x T is called an N- 
function if for every t E T the function @(*, t) is continuous at the origin of X 
and satisfies the conditions 
1. qx, t) = q-x, t), qo, t) E 0; 
2. there exists a(t) E (0, +CO) and /T(t) E (0, +CO) such that @(x, t) > a(t) 
provided 11 x /) 2 /3(t). 
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The integrand Y defined on Y x T and conjugate to the N function Q, is an 
N-function, too. The symbols Qi and Y, with indices or not, will be used in the 
case of N-functions, only. 
If P E .q is fixed, then a convex modular Iosp given by 
is well defined and takes values in [0, +co] when x(a) is an &-measurable 
function. Since X is separable, both strong and weak measurabilities of x(.) 
are equivalent to x-l(B) E d for B E gr provided the a-algebra ZZ? is P-complete. 
Denote by dp the completion of JQ’ with respect to P, the set of all dp- 
measurable functions from T into X by go(T, Cae,; X) and 
dom Ie,p = M*> E %(T, 4; Xl: A&(-)) < ~1. 
The set dom I,,, is convex and it is called an Orlicz class with respect to the 
modular IG,p . Let -!Z& be the linear hull spanned on domlT,,p . Space 2&p is 
called an Orlicz space. 
An Orlicz seminorm Ni,p is given on Za,p by 
N&P(x(.)) = infW/5)(1 + L,P~%(*))); 5 > 01, 
whereas a Luxemburg seminorm Ni,p is defined by 
%,P(x(.)) = iW/& &,P(&(*)) G 1, f > % 4.) 6 %,P * 
Both NL,p and Nipp are equivalent seminorms on 2& because 
holds. 20,p endowed with the seminorm topology is a complete vector space. 
Moreover, if functions from gG,, which are equal P-a.e. are identified, then such 
a quotient space is denoted by L,,, , and Ni,p and Ni,? become norms on L,,, . 
Thus, L,,, is a Banach space. 
If @i and Sp, are N functions, then the following implications hold: 
@2(x, q d @l(% t) + h(t) 
=+ N&p(x(*)) < const N&p(x(*)) 
* LO,.P C&P * 
for every x(e) E go(T, dp , X) 
Here K is a constant and h(n) is a nonnegative P-summable function. When X is 
separable and P is purely nonatomic all these conditions are equivalent. 
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Let Y be the conjugate of @. Since Y is an N-function the Orlicz spaces 
2 LY,P Y.P 9 and norms N&,p , i = 1, 2, are defined as above but with the use 
of Y and Y instead of @ and X. Clearly Ly,p is a Banach space. 
Let (Ti},“=, be an increasing sequence of sets such that Tc E J and 
P(T\(J,“,, TJ = 0. The function @ satisfies so called Condition B with respect 
to { Ti} if functionsf,( *) given by 
f&) = SUP{@@, q; II x: II < 4, nEN (2.3) 
are P-summable on each of the sets Ti , i E N. 
Since X is separable fn(*) is dp-measurable for each n E N. Thus, in Con- 
dition B only the summability of fn on Ti is assumed. In the sequel we will 
assume that @ satisfies Condition B. This implies that E,,, , the largest closed 
subspace of dom Io,p , is a nontrivial subspace and contains all bounded &- 
measurable functions with supports in T, , i E N. Conversely, if E,,, contains 
all bounded dp-measurable functions with supports in Ti , i E N, then Condition 
B is fulfilled provided X is separable and P has no atoms. 
Let d(x(-), Ecp,p) denote the distance in the N& norm of x(e) EL,,, from 
Eo,, and let fl(Eo,p , 1) be the set of all x( *) E Lo,p for which d(x( .), E,,,) < 1. 
Then intdomI,,, = Il(Eo,p , 1). 
The sets Tj in Condition B have an auxiliary character and neither L,,, nor 
Ea,p depend on the choice of {Ti}. None the less, the functionsf, given by (2.3) 
need not satisfy Condition B for every sequence {TJ such that Ti _ 1 r) Ti and 
P(T\U TJ = 0. 
If Ew is endowed with the Ni., -norm topology, then the dual space of 
E, is isometrically isomorphic with the O&z space L,,, endowed with the 
Nif,-norm topology, i # j, i, j = 1, 2. Moreover, the formula 
TM*>> = M’), Y(.DP (2.4) 
yields a univocal representation of linear continuous functionals v  E Ek,* , where 
In the sequel it will be convenient to identify the elements of L,,, with the 
corresponding elements of E& (see [7, 91). The correspondence is given by 
formula (2.4). 
2.4. The N-function @ satisfies so called Condition A, if 
@(2x, t) < W% 4 + h(f) 
holds for some positive constant K and some P-summable function h. In this case 
E 0.P - L0.P and dom IO,, = LGsp . 
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Conversely, if X is separable and P is purely nonatomic, then E,,, = L,,, 
implies that 0 satisfies Condition A, (see [9]). 
EXAMPLE. Let @(x9 t) = (l/p) II xP, p E [l, co). In case p > 1 we have 
Y(y, t) = g (Iy jjq, where (l/p) + (l/q) = 1 and in casep = 1 
y’(y’ t, = ltco, 
if IIYII < 1, 
if llyjj > 1. 
The Orlicz space L,,, is here the usual space L& , E,,, = Lo,, because @ 
satisfies Condition A, and the norms A& , i = 1,2, differ from the usual 
Z$,-norms with constant multipliers only (the multipliers are even equal to one 
when p = 1). Moreover, in this case L,,, = LIP and hence L&. may be con- 
sidered as the dual of Lt,p (see [8] an a a er of L.Schwartz in “1974-1975 d p p 
Seminaire Maurey-Schwartz”). 
2.5. LySp is a closed subspace of L& , The dual space of L,,, is a sum 
Ly,p @ A, where A is a closed subspace of L& consisting of all functionals 
‘p E LLSp which vanish on Erp,p . The elements of A are called singular functionals. 
If @ satisfies Condition A, , then .A = 0. 
Letf be a normal convex integrand, and let I, , given by 
be well defined on L,,, and take values in (-co, + co]. 
The subdifferential of II,p at a point x0(*) EL,,, such that x,,(v) E dom If,p 
is denoted 81,,,(x,(~)) d an consists of all functionals F EL’,,, satisfying for all 
x( 0) E Lo,, the inequality 
The symbol (x(e), ‘p) denotes the value of y at x,,(a). The elements of H,Bp(x,(*)) 
are called subgradients of II,p at x,,(a). 
The subdifferential af(x, t) is defined for x0 E domf(., t) and consists of all 
functionals y E Y such that 
fc% t> 3 f(xo > t> + (x - x0 , Y> 
holds for all x E X. Let Dl,,(xo(*)) stand for the set of all fundtions y(e) EL,,, 
such that y(t) E af(x,(t), t) P-a.e. Let us denote by Kj,p(xo(*)) the set of all 
functionals q E LbSp such that 
(4.) - x0(-), v> < 0 
for every zc(*) E dom If,p holds. 
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The subdifferential a1,,,(x,,(.)) admits a representation 
aIf&,( = &AX”(.)) + G&o(.)) (2.7) 
and every element of Kf,P(xO(.)) is a singular functional from /I. If x,,(s) E 
int domIf,,(x,(.)), then Kf,P(xO(*)) = 0 (see [9, 121). 
2.6. If If,P is finite and continuous at x0(.), then it is subdifferentiable, 
i.e., alf,P(x,,(.)) # 0. The continuity ofl$,, at x,,(s) is equivalent to the bounded- 
ness from above of IfTP on a neighborhood of x0(.). Moreover, Ifsp is continuous 
on int dom Ifsp . If 1f.9 is finite at every point of L.,., , then it is continuous at 
every point of L@,, . 
2.7. Let U and W be vector spaces paired with respect to a bilinear 
form (e, *) on U X W. If Y(S) is a convex function from U into (-a, +co], 
then the conjugate of I(*) given by 
m(w) = sup{(u, w) - r(u); U E U} 
is a o( W, U)-lower semicontinuous convex function from W into (--co, +a~]. 
Function r(e) is the conjugate of m(e) if and only if it is a( U, W)-lower semi- 
continuous. A subgradient of Y(.) at ue E dom r(a) is a vector ws E W such that 
holds for every u E U. The set i3y(uo) of all subgradients of Y(*) at u. is called a 
subdifferential of Y  at u. . 
Moreover, if Y(*) and m(e) are conjugate to each other, then 
w E aY(u) 0 u E am(w) 0 Y(U) = (u, w) - m(w) (2.8) 
(see [4, 131). 
If N is a linear manifold in U, Y  and m are conjugate to each other, Y  is finite 
and continuous at U, E N, then Y  attains at u, its infimum over N if and only if 
there exists an element w. E MY such that for every u EN 
holds (see [S]). 
(u - u. , wo> = 0 
3. A GENERAL FORM OF INEQUALITIES OF CRAMER-RAO TYPE 
Let T, &, B, X, and Y be as in Section 2.1. We assume throughout the paper 
that the loss function L(x, t, P) is for every P E 9 a nonnegative normal convex 
integrand on X x T such that for every PE 9 the following conditions are 
fulfilled: 
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1. L(0, t, P) is a summable function; 
2. functionsL(ol, t, P) given by 
J%, t, P) = ~uP~q.T 6 p>; I/ x II < 4 
are finite P-a.e. for every real number (II; 
3. there exists a P-summable function I+(*) such that 
II x II < Kp maW4x, 4 Z-W--x, t, P)> + b(t) 
holds, where Kp is a constant. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L be a loss function satisfying conditions given above. Let 
d$,(x, t) be given by 
Q$(x, t) = max{L(x, t, P), L( -x, t, P)} - L(0, t, P). (3.1) 
Then 0p is an N-function, there exists sets TP,n such that Qp satisfies Condition B 
with respect to { Tp,n}, Le,p C L& and the &bedding of L,., into Lfp is continuous. 
Proof. Clearly @, given by (3.1) is a nonnegative normal convex integrand 
such that Qp(x, t) = op(-x, t) and Qp(O, t) = 0. Condition 2 implies that 
$,(e, t) is finite on X and hence continuous for P-a.e. t E T. Condition 3 yields 
the inequality 
II x II < @P&X, t) + b’(t), (3.2) 
where hp’(*) is a P-summable function. Now, by the definition of conjugate 
function we obtain that u/, , the conjugate of @r , satisfies the inequality 
where 
ul,(y, t) G %~KY) + h,‘(t), 
if llyll < 1, 
elsewhere. 
Thus, ?Pp is continuous at zero and this implies the existence of a(t) E (0, cc) 
and /l(t) E (0, CD) such that 
@F-(x, t) 3 4) whenever 11 x I\ > /3(t) 
(see the proof of [7, Proposition 4.61 for the last implication). Thus Qp is an 
N-function. The inclusion L,,, C Lfp and the continuity of the imbedding 
of L0.P into L& follow from implications given in Section 2.3 (cf. [9, Theorem 
1.8].) 
683/7/1-7 
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Finally we prove that Dp satisfies Condition B with respect to sets (Tp,r2j 
given by 
where 
Ap,i = {t E T: J!$, t, P) > m(i)} 
and where the number m(i) satisfies the condition P(A,,,) < 2ei, HEN. If 
j < i, then t E Tp,I implies t # ApBi, L(i, t, P) < m(i) and hence L( j, t, P) < 
m(i). If j > i and t E Tp,l , then t $ Ap,j and f;( j, t, P) < m(j). Thus for every j 
andiL(j, *,P)’ b is ounded on T* , proving the assertion. 
Remark 1. It is easy to see that if X is a finite-dimensional space andL(x, t, P) 
is finite and convex for every t and P, then Condition 2 on the loss function is 
fulfilled. 
Remark 2. Let us point out that Condition 2 on the loss function L yields 
that Qp given by (3.1) fulfills Condition B. Condition 3 implies the existence of 
functions a(t) and j?(t) from the definition of N-function and also the inclusion 
L 0-P WP. Hence a Bochner integral Epx(*) is well defined for x(*) E fipGp 90,p. 
One can give a weaker condition than Condition 3. However, in the case of P 
purely nonatomic both these conditions 3 and 3’ given below are equivalent. 
CONDITION 3’. There exists a positive P-summable function ap(.) and a 
constant C, such that if !Dp is given by (3.1), then 
@P(CPolp@)~lll x II9 t) 2 UP@). 
It is easy to see that if we put fip(t) = Cpap(t), then Condition 3’ yields 
From the proof of [7, Proposition 4.61 it follows that if /I y /j < C, and Yp 
is the conjugate of op , then Yp(y, t) < $ap(t). HenceL,,, 3 L:,p . Since 
~~*P(W = suPKx(.), Y(‘))P ; &.P(Y(.)) < I> 
and since ap(.) is P-summable we obtain 
%,PM*)) 2 const sup{M*), A-BP ; SUP essp II r(*)ll G 11 
= cona II 4.h;p . 
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Let d be the set of estimators under consideration. Throughout the paper we 
assume that 
8 = n %,P f-l %(T, 4 ; -9, 
PEP 
where ~99 is the smallest u-algebra containing & and all subsets of those sets 
from ~2 which have P-measure zero for every P E B. pO( T, J&; X) stands here 
for the set of all dp-measurable functions. 
If x( *) is an estimator and if P E 8, then the risk function is given by 
We), P) = @4t), t, P) W), x( -) E 6. (3.2’) 
As is easy to see, 8 is the set of all .s&-measurable functions x(e) for which 
there exists a positive number 01 = 01~ such that both R(Lux(.), P) and R( -owe(*), P) 
are finite for every P E g. 
We have defined the risk function as a function over 8 x 9. However, if 
P E 9’ is fixed, then we may and in fact we will consider R(*, P) given by (3.2’) 
as a convex functional on LQ,* . Another symbol which has more than one 
meaning is x(e). If x(e) EL@,, , then it is a class of functions dp-measurable and 
equal P-a.e. to each other. If x(.) E I, then it is an &&measurable function. 
Sylbol x(a) will also be used as a class of &p-measurable functions which are 
equal P-a.e. to CC(.) for every P E 9’. However, these ambiguities simplify notation 
and do not lead to misunderstandings. 
Let M(y, t, P) stand for the function conjugate to the loss L(x, t, P), P E 8. 
M(y, t, P) is given by 
qy, 4 p> = sup(<x, Y) - L(x, 4 P); x E X). (3.3) 
Let I,+,( y(e), P) be a convex integral functional defined by 
IM(Y(.), P) = p(Y(t), t, p> W) 
In the sequel we will make use of the properties of convex functionals R(*, P) 
and IM(-, P) which are given in the following two lemmas. We assume henceforth 
that BP is related to the loss function by formula (3.1) and we will use the nota- 
tions given in Section 2. For every P E 9 a pairing between L,., and L,., is 
established by 
<x(-), Y(.DP = s, <x(t), y(t)> Pew (= EP<X(.), Y(.D). (3.5) 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let P E B. The convex integral functionals R(., P) and I,,,(., P) 
deJLined on L,., and LFy,p , respectively, are conjugate to each other; i.e., 
R(x(*)> P) = supCM*), Y(*))P - My(.), PI; Y(.) EL,PI (3.6) 
holds for every x(a) EL,,, , and 
MY(-), P) = SUPG~.),Y(.)), - W4.h 9 4.1 ~Lw4 (3.7) 
holds for every y(.) EL,,, . 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.3 and [7, Theorem 1.21 formula (3.6) holds 
provided the following two conditions are fulfilled: (1) every dp-measurable 
function y(*) such that IM(y(.), P) is finite is an element of L,,, and (2) there 
exists y( .) E pa( T, s&~; Y) such that I,( y( .), P) is finite. 
Formula (3.1) yields 
L(x, 4 P) -L(O, t, P) 6 @P(X, t). 
The definition of conjugate function implies that 
(3.8) 
‘yP( y, t) < qy, 4 P) + Jqo, t, P). 
Hence P-summability of M(y(t), t, P) pl im ies P summability of ub(y(t), t). 
Then, by the definition of an Orlicz space (see Section 2.3)y(*) EL,,, . Moreover, 
(3.3) yields the inequality 
-L(O, t, P) < M(0, t, P) < 0. 
This means that ifya(t) = 0, then IIM(y,,(*), P) is finite. Thus (3.6) holds. The 
loss function L(x, t, P) is finite P-a.e. and by (3.8) the convex functional R(., P) 
is finite at the point x,,(t) = 0. Moreover, functions of the form x * ~~(0) are 
elements of LO,, whenever D is a measurable subset of some TP,n. Hence 
[7, Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.21 imply (3.7). 
LEMMA 3.3. If P E B and a pairing (a, *)p between LO,, and Lp,p is given 
by 3.5, then (L,,, , L,,,) is a dualpair. 
Proof. LO,* contains all functions of the form x . xD(*), where DE&$, 
D C Tp,n . Therefore the equality 
<x . XD(*),Y(.))P = Jb <x,r@)> PW) = 0 
for each D E A$. , D C Tp,?, , n EN, implies (x, y(t)) = 0 P-a.e. By the separa- 
bility of X we obtain that y(t) = 0 P-a.e. 
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If we take L,(x, t, P) = @,,(x, t), then the function $,‘(x, t, P) given by (3.1) 
with L(x, t, P) substituted by L,(x, t, P) is equal to @,,(x, t). Thus (3.6) yields 
kPc4-N = sup{<x(-)? Y(‘)>P - IY,P(Y(.)); Y(‘) E&J& (3-9) 
where Iosp is given by (2.2) and Z’y,p is given by 
I~,P(Y(.N = s, Ul,(YW, t) WQ (3.10) 
Suppose that (x(a), Y(*))~ = 0 holds for every y(m) EL,,, . Since Iu,(y, t) 
is an iv-function we obtain from (3.9) that 1,&&v(*)) = 0 for every 5 > 0. 
Hence Ni.P(~(*)) = 0; i.e., x(t) = 0 P-a.e. 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply immediately the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. For every P E B convex integral functionals R(*, P) and I,,,(-, P) 
are lower semicontinuous in topologies u(L@,, , LI,p) and CJ(L~,~ , L,,,), respectively. 
Since for every P E B Orlicz spaces B ID,p contain the set of estimators 8, 
formula (3.6) admits the following interpretation. Whatever x(a) EC and 
YP(.) E -%J,P > the inequality 
R(x(-), P> Z 4-O(.), YP(*)) - 1,dy~t.N (3.11) 
holds for all P E 8. Moreover, if x(e) E & is fixed, then R(x(*), P) is the supremum 
of the right-hand side of (3.11) over yp(*) E yV,p . The right-hand side of (3.11) 
appears to give a lower bound for the risk of x(e). However, such a bound is 
useless because it depends on CC(*) rather than (e.g.) on the expectation of x(n). 
Moreover, rather than compute Ep(x( a), yp(*)) and l,,,(yp( .)) it would be more 
convenient to compute the risk R(x(*), P) itself. In general, a lower bound for 
a risk function R defined on d x 9 is a function B from 8 x 9 into [0, +co] 
such that the inequality 
R(x(*), P) 3 W-1, P> 
holds for every (x(m), P) E d x 8. The “useful” lower bounds should depend 
on x(e) E d only through expectation of x(a). This means that the funcion B 
should be of the form 
B@(e), P) = K(E,x(*), P)> (3.12) 
where K is a function from X x B into [0, +co] and Epx(*) is a Bochner 
integral. The expectation Epx(*) is well defined because, by Proposition 3.1, 
L,,P c JqP * 
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DEFINITION. If the right-hand side of inequality (3.11) depends on .v(.) 
only through expectation E+(.), then it is called a lower bound of Cramer-Rao 
type for the risk R and (3.11) is called an inequality of Cramer-Rao type. 
Clearly, (3.11) is an inequality of Cramer-Rao type if and only if EP(x(.),yP(.)j 
depends on x(*) only through expectation E,,:px(*). The following lemma charac- 
terizes functions yP( .) E ZY,P , P E 9, which lead to Cramer-Rao type inequal- 
ities. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let yp(.) E 2XY,p for every P E 9. Then 
if and only if 
Ep(x(-), yp(-)) g 0 (3.14) 
for each x(s) E d such that Epx(-) r9 0. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is obvious. 
It is remarkable that functions yp(.), PE 9, leading to Cram&--Rao type 
inequalities are rather insensitive to a change of loss function from L into, say L’. 
The only requirement is that 
for every P E 8. 
Note that if inequality (3.11) is of Cramer-Rao type, then it may be rewritten as 
R(x(-), P) 3 &W.)) + d(P), (3.15) 
where 
WEP4.N = EP(4.h YP(‘)) and w = -~M(YP(.)v fv 
By Lemma 3.4 functions yP(*), PE 9, fulfil condition (3.14) if and only if 
functions cyP(*), P E 8, fulfil this condition. Thus, for every c E R, we have 
R(x(-), P) 2 &44*), YP(-D - Idcyp(.), PI. (3.16) 
The function vp* defined on R by 
VP*(c) = IA&P(.), p> = J ~(cYP(t), t, PI W) 
is lower semicontinuous and convex because M(., t, P) is convex and lower 
semicontinuous. Taking supremum over c E R we obtain from (3.16) 
R(x(.)> P) 2 vp(E~P(4.h YP(.)>) = ~P(QEP~.N), (3.17) 
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where wp is the conjugate of wp*. Inequality (3.17) is of the form given by (3.12) 
but it may happen that it is not of Cramer-Rao type. However, if for every 
P E B the functions vp are finite (thus continuous), then vp are subdifferentiable 
and hence there exist c, such that 
This means that (3.17) is of Cramer-Rao type, provided op are finite. Note 
that (3.17) is useful for obtaining various nonstandard Cramer-Rao type 
inequalities (cf. [8, Sect. 61) 
Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 given below extend Theorem 2 of Blyth and Roberts 
[3]. Let S stand for the intersection of all sufficient u-algebras S, containing all 
g-null sets. 
* 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let L(*, *, P) be ~XxS-measurable for every P E B and let 
J%% ‘? P) be P-summable for some c+ > 0. If condition (3.14) is fulfilled for every 
x(a) E &such that Epx(*) r* 0, then yp(.), P E 9, is S-measurable for every P E 8. 
LEMMA 3.5.1. Let L(*, *, P) be B,xS-measurable for every P E 9 and let 
q, -9 P) be P-summable for some c+ > 0. If  x(*) EL,,, , yp(*) E Lyr,p , and S is a 
sub-o-atgebra of -02, then the conditional expectations Ep(x(*) / S) and Ep( yp(*)l S) 
are well defined, they are elements of L,,, and L,,, , respectively, and the equalities 
&(EP(x(.) I S>,YP(.)> = -&@M*) I s>, EP(YP(-) I 9) 
= EP(x(.), WYP(.) I s>> 
(3.18) 
hold. 
Proof. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem for Banach space valued measures 
[ 151 there exists an S-measurable function Ep(x( *) 1 S) from T into X such that 
j- x(t) W) = j- -%4x(.) I s)(t) W) 
A A 
holds for every A E 5’. As in the finite-dimensional case, Ep(x(*) [ S) is called the 
conditional expectation of x(e) with respect to S. 
Similarly the conditional expectation Ep(yp(.) 1 S) is well defined provided 
Ep yp(.) exists. The existence of Ep yp(*) is guaranteed by the P summability 
of&, , ., P). Indeed, if supess, 11 x(*)1\ < c+ , thenI@,,(x(*)) < c, . By convexity 
of Qp, this yields I,,,(min(l, l/cp) x(m)) < 1, i.e., N&(x(*)) < const. Since 
%(Y(9) = suPW*),Y(*))P ; %P(X(‘)) d 11 
(see [7, Sect. 11) we obtain that N$,(y(.)) > const N&(y(*)), where N&(y(*)) 
denotes the usual norm in L.& . 
Equalities (3.18) can be proved by standard methods. We note that 
<EM*) I s>, EP(YP(*) I s)> = EP(&M*) I S),YP(*)> I 9 (3.19) 
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holds when yP(*) is a step function. In a general case yP(*) can be approximated 
by step functions in such a way that (3.19) follows from the dominated con- 
vergence theorem and from the definition of conditional expectation. This yields 
the first equality in (3.18). Similarly the second equality can be proved. 
EP(x(*) / S) (resp. EP(yP(.) / S)) is an element of L,,, (resp. Lv,,P) provided 
x(a) EL,,, (resp. yP(*) E LY,p). This follows from the inequalities 
Pi@&(‘) I 9, .? P) d ‘%m@x(‘), .? p> I S) 
(resp. !Pr@,(y,(.) / S), *, P) < EP(YP(yP(*), ., P) j S)), which are part icular 
cases of an extended version of Jensen’s inequality [18] (see also [I] in the 
case of separable, reflexive Banach spaces). 
Proof of Proposition 3.5.1. Let .x(o) E G”. Clearly, if S, is sufficient, then 
&(x(n) / S,) does not depend on P. Therefore we can write EP(x(.) 1 Sa) = 
E(x(.) 1 S,). Since EPx(*) = E,E(x(*) ) S,), implication (3.13) yields 
-Go(‘), YP(‘D = wJw*) I se>, YP(.)). 
Thus, by (3.18) 
for every x( *) E b. Taking x from a countable dense subset of X, A E &’ and 
putting x(e) = x * xA(*), we obtain that yP(*) = E(y,(*) / Sa) g-a.e. This means 
that for every sufficient and P-complete u-algebra S, , for every P E B and for 
every Bore1 set B in Y, y;‘(B) E S, . Hence y;‘(B) E S. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose there exists a family S;, , P E 9, of sub-u-algebras 
of &’ such that Ep(x(*) / S,) =@ 0 for every unbiased estimator of zero in 8. Then 
(3.13) holds for each family of functions yp(.) EL,,, such that yp(*) are S, 
measurable, P E 9. 
Proof. Ep(x(.) 1 S,) E 0 for all unbiased estimators of zero in &, and S, 
measurability of yP(*) yields (3.14), which is equivalent to (3.13). 
4. EFFICIENCY OF BEST UNBIASED ESTIMATORS 
In the formulation of the main results we make use of the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. An estimator x0(*) E d is said to be locally best at P = P, in 
the class of estimators with the same expectation as x0(*) (or, for short, unbiased 
locally best at P,,) if 
%l 7 PO) < W*), PO) 
for each x(e) E E such that EPx(.) ~9 EPx,,( e). 
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DEFINITION. If x,,(e) is an unbiased locally best estimator at every P E 8, 
then x0(*) is said to be uniformly best unbiased. 
DEFINITION. An estimator x0(.) E 6’ is said to be locally efficient at P = P,, 
with respect to a given inequality of Cramer-Rao type if this inequality becomes 
an equality for x(s) = x,,(e) and P = PO . 
DEFINITION. If x0(.) is locally efficient with respect to a given inequality of 
Cramer-Rao type at every P E 9, then x,,(e) is said to be uniformly efficient with 
respect to this inequality. 
The theorems given below assert that under some weak assumptions the 
property of an estimator “to be locally efficient” (“to be uniformly efficient”) 
is equivalent to the property “to be locally best unbiased” (“to be uniformly best 
unbiased”). 
THEOREM 1. Let x0(.) E int dom R(*, PO) n 6’. Then x,,(e) is a ZocalZy best 
unbiased estimator at P = P,, if and only if there exists an inequality of Cram&- 
Rao type such that x,,( .) is efficient with respect o this inequality at P = P,, . 
THEOREM 2. Let x,,(s) E fiPES) int dom R(*, P) n 6’. Then x0(*) is a uniformly 
best unbiased estimator if and only if there exists an inequality of Cram&Rao type 
such that x0(*) is uniformly ejicient zcith respect o this inequality. 
In the above “int” stands for interior and is understood as interior in the norm 
topology of Orlicz spaces LlpSp .
It is interesting that if the A,-condition 
is satisfied (cf. Section 2.4) then dom R(*, P) = L,,, . Thus, if the AZ-condition 
holds, then the condition x0(*) E int dom T(*, PO) n d in Theorem 1 and the 
condition x0(*) E nPEp int dom R(*, P) n 8 in Theorem 2 reduce simply 
to x(*) E 6’. 
As well-known Condition A, is satisfied, e.g., when the loss function is of the 
form 
L(x, t, P) = c(P) II x - mllp, PE [I, a), 
where 11 . 11 stands for a norm in X, g(P) is a function from 9 into X and c(P) 
is a positive real valued function on 8. 
Theorems 1 and 2 show that efficiency does not characterize estimators of a 
particular form nor particular families of probability measures, but is closely 
related to the existence of best unbiased estimators. 
The following lemma is a simple consequence of convex analysis (cf. Section 
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2.7 and [8]), is useful in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, and extends the 
Lehmann-Scheffe lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L(x, t, P) be a normal convex integrand on X x T and let 
R(*, P) given by (3.2) be a convex functional from LO,p into (-co, +cQ]. If N is 
a linear manifold in La,, and R(., P) is finite and continuous at x0(.) E N, then 
R(*, P) attains at x0 its injimum over N if and only if there exists a y,(a) E DL,p(xO(.)) 
such that for every x( .) E N 
&<N’) - %(-)>YP(‘)) = 0. (4.1) 
Proof. IfyA.) E DAxo(*)) ( see S t ec ion 2 for the notation) and if (4.1) holds 
for every x(v) EN, then, by (2.6), the convex functional R(*, P) attains at x,,(e) 
its infimum over N. 
If R(., P) attains at x0(*) its infimum, then the theorem stated in Section 2.7 
implies the existence of ‘pp E aR(*, P) (aR(+, P) CL&) such that relation 
holds for each x(e) E N. The continuity of R(*, P) at x0(*) yields 
x,,(a) E int dom R(., P). Thus, KL,p(x,,(.)) = 0 and, by (2.7), vp E D&x&.)). 
This means that there is a functiony,(*), yp(.) EL,,, , such thatyp(t) E 3f (x,,(t), t) 
P a.e. and (4.1) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If yp(*) EL,,, , P E .Y and if yp(.) yields an inequality 
of Cramer-Rao type, then this inequality is of the form given by (3.15). Let N 
stand for a manifold of estimators x(a) E 8 with the same expectation as x0(*). 
Thus, if x0(*) is efficient at P,, , R(., P,,) attains at x,,(m) its infimum over N. 
Conversely, if x,,(a) E int dom R(., P,,) n d and if x,,(e) is the unbiased estimator 
that is locally best at P,, , then Lemma 4.1 yields the existence of yp(*) ELM,, 
such that (4.1) holds for every x(s) E N. Notice that R(*, P) is continuous at 
x0(*) E int dom R(*, E’s) A G because every convex function on a locally convex 
metrizable space is continuous on the interior of its effective domain. It is 
clear that a fulfilment of condition (4.1) by each A(*) E N is equivalent to 
condition (3.14), but only for P = P,, . If P #PO we can put yp(t) = 0, e.g., 
such a family of functions y,,( .) EL,., , P E 9, satisfies condition (3.14) for every 
P E 9 and hence leads to the inequality of Cramer-Rao type (3.11). By Proposi- 
tion 3.1 Orlicz spaces L, p and Lp p form a dual pair. By Proposition 3.2 
R(*, P,,) and I,+,(*, Pa) are cckjugate to iach other. Lemma 4.1, (2.7), and (2.6) 
yield yp(.) E aR(x,(.), PO). Thus, by (2.8), we have an equality in (4.2) at P = P, . 
This means that x0(*) is efficient at P = P, with respect to a Cramer-Rao type 
inequality. 
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 2 it suffices to repeat for every 
P E 9 the argumentation given in the proof of Theorem 1. The only change is 
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that if x@(s) is the uniformly best unbiased estimator, then all functions yP(*) 
are determined by Lemma 4.1. Hence we obtain a Cram&-Rao type inequality 
such that x,,(a) is uniformly efficient with respect to it. 
Remark 3. It seems to be worthwhile to illustrate (e.g.) Theorem 2 in the 
simplest case X = Y = R when a quadratic loss function is used. In this case 
L(x, t, P) = 4(x -g(P)>“, M(Y) 4 P) = BY” + g(P) * y, @p(x, t> = &x2 + I g(P) * x I. 
As is easy to se?, L,,, = L,,, = L,,, and d = nPEy &, . Moreover, 
aL(x, t, P) = x - g(P). Hence, if x,,(t) is a uniformly best unbiased estimator, 
then by the Lehmann-Scheffk lemma 
EpX()(‘) - x( *) = 0 
for every unbiased estimator of zero .x(e) E 6’. Thus, if we put yP(.) = x0(*) -g(P), 
then such a family of functions leads to an inequality of Cram&-Rao type. In 
this case inequality (3.11) has the form 
R(x(.), J’) > EPX(*) * Me) - g(P)) - SEPM-) - g(p)>” 
+ g(P) ~P(%(.) -g(P)) 
= EP(X(‘) - g(m%(-) - .m> - 3~PM*) - g(P)>“- (4.2) 
Now, let yP( *) = C,(x,( *) -g(P)). Then 
R(x(.), P) Z WP(X(*) - g(P))&,(*) - g(P)) - (CP~/~) EP(%(*) - g(p))” 
and letting C, = EP(x(*) - g(P))(x,,(*) - g(P))/&(x,(.) - g(P))” we obtain a 
Cram&r-Rao type inequality in the form given by formula (3.17) 
R@(.) , p) >, (E&(.) - idp>)(%(‘> -if(‘))>” 
* 
(4.3) 
Clearly the lower bound for the risk function given by (4.2) is greater or equal 
to the lower bound given by (4.3). However, in the case x(a) = x0(*) both (4.2) 
and (4.3) become equalities. In the general case of yP(.) satisfying (3.13), in- 
equalities (4.2) and (4.3) can be rewritten in the form 
and 
R(x(-), p> > EPM*) - gF’>) yp(*) - WPYP(*)~ (4.2’) 
R@(.) > p) 3 (EP(x(‘) - g(‘)) d’))2 
2EPYP(.)2 * 
(4.3’) 
Finally, let us note that (4.2) and (4.3) g ive the inequalities with respect to which 
the best unbiased estimator x,,(a) is efficient. 
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Note added in proof. A generalized Jensen’s inequality for conditional expectations of 
Bochner integrable functions and continuous vector-valued convex functions has been 
proved in a recent paper by Ting On To and Yip Kai Wing, Pacific J. Math. 58, 255-259 
(1975). J. Pfanzagl proved a Jensen’s inequality in the finite-dimensional case without the 
continuity assumption on convex function (see Arm. Prob. 2, 490-494 (1974)). 
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